I remember finding a tasty plant around here once.

Some fish camouflage themselves by changing colors to match their surroundings when they're scared. This is a good way to hide. Their colors can range across the rainbow, from blue and green to pink and red.

First, color the coral. Then, help the fish who are hiding in the coral reef camouflage themselves by coloring them with the same colors that you used to color the coral. Finally, color the fish outside the coral reef with other colors.

Some fish hide their babies in their mouths. When they see danger coming, they open their mouths and let their babies swim inside! How do you think the baby fish feel when they see danger? How do you think they feel when they see their mom or dad coming to the rescue?

Try to hold your breath for 20 seconds. Was it hard? Unlike us, fish get their oxygen from the water instead of from the air. When they are out of the water, they can't breathe. So let's be kind to fish and never go fishing.

Some people believe that fish have a three-second memory, but that's not true! In fact, some fish can remember faces for years. How long can you remember things?